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Abstract—Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) are fundamental
blocks of the Internet ecosystem by providing cost-effective
connections among multiple autonomous systems (ASes). One
of the main management challenges in IXP networks is the
management of the so-called elephant flows. Elephant flows,
characterized by high throughput and long duration, represent a
small fraction of the total flows of an IXP network but have high
impact on the overall traffic. A first step in the management
of elephant flows is their identification, which becomes more
important in SDN-based IXPs that require controllers to have a
consistent view of the underlying network to allow fine-grained
adjustment. In this paper, we propose, develop, and evaluate a
monitoring system to identify elephant flows in an SDN-based
IXP network. We demonstrate that our system can assist IXP
operators to properly identify elephant flows in an efficient,
scalable, and timely manner.

Index Terms—Software Defined Networking, Internet Ex-
change Points, Network Management

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) connect Internet au-

tonomous systems (ASes) and enable service providers (SPs)

to directly exchange traffic to better serve SPs’ customers.

IXPs are distributed worldwide and can serve dozen to hun-

dreds of participants. According to a recent study [1], IXPs

account for at least 20% of all traffic exchanged between ASes.

Another important number shows that the daily aggregated

traffic of a large IXP like DE-CIX can be compared with the

traffic of a tier-1 ISP like AT&T [2]. One of the main benefits

experienced by IXP participants is the low cost of deployment

and maintenance [3]. As a consequence, companies such as

Google [4], Facebook [5], and Netflix [6] seek to connect

their infrastructures to major IXPs, thus reducing the costs

of connecting customers to their services. Helping drive the

Internet expansion for decades, IXPs are a critical building

block of the global network.

IXPs enable the exchange of Internet traffic typically

through an internal network of layer-2 switches [1]. The sim-

plest IXP network is composed of a single switching device,

while more complex IXPs can be formed by much larger

networks with intricate topologies [2]. Not surprisingly, IXPs

present management challenges that need to be tackled for

the adequate IXP’s operation [7]. That includes, for example,

monitoring ARP traffic, establishing VPNs, fulfilling SLAs

negotiated with participants, and dealing with critical flows

and their associated network paths, which is central to this

paper.

Recently, with the development of Software-Defined Net-

working (SDN) technologies [8], a new set of opportunities

started to be considered in the management of IXP networks.

In that context, a typical SDN controller would be expected

to manage the set of switches that form the IXP network. To

take advantage of SDN, however, a complementary process

that properly snapshots the IXP network status is required

beforehand. With such snapshots, the IXP’s SDN controller

can tune the underlying network to meet its goals. In this paper,

we are specially interested in identifying the so-called elephant
flows traversing an IXP network. A flow is considered an

elephant one if it has long duration and generates a significant

amount of traffic [9]. Elephant flows also tend to be reduced

in number but they account for most of the traffic in network

infrastructures. In addition of identifying elephant flows in

IXPs, we are also interested in discovering the paths that these

flows use to traverse the IXP networks. Knowing these paths

allows the IXP operator, for example, to identify links that

form bottlenecks and, through the SDN controller, balance the

network load by moving elephant flows from their original

busier paths to more appropriate ones.

In our solution, we provide the IXP operator with a mon-

itoring system that allows him/her to discover elephant flows

and associated paths. That results in snapshots of the IXP

network that can further feed, for example, an SDN controller

that determines how flows are placed in the IXP network.

Depending on the criteria used by the operator, he/she will

be able in the future, by using an SDN controller, to decrease

the blocking rate of new traffic, reduce IXP traversal delay, or

improve energy savings. All these benefits, however, start with

the adequate identification of elephants flows and associated

paths, as addressed in this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we review related work on the management of978-1-5090-0223-8/16/$31.00 c© 2016 IEEE
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IXP networks. In Section 3, we present our proposed solution

and report on the implementation of our prototype for the

identification of elephant flows and associated paths in IXP

networks. Our solution is then evaluated in Section 4, based

on a network infrastructure inspired by AMS-IXP, which is

an European IXP located in Amsterdam. We finally close

this paper presenting concluding remarks and future work in

Section 5.

II. MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET EXCHANGE POINTS

In this section, we review concepts that motivated our work.

We first start by providing an introduction to IXPs. Then,

we discuss management aspects of IXPs, focusing on the

identification of elephant flows. Next, we review SDN in IXP

management.

A. Internet Exchange Points

Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) are networking infrastruc-

tures that allow distinct Internet autonomous systems (ASes) to

exchange traffic in a more efficient and cost-effective manner.

By using IXPs, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Content

Delivery Networks (CDNs) providers can exchange traffic

without relying on third-parties, thus reducing the overall

communication cost between ASes. IXPs evolved from the

previous Network Access Points (NAPs) structures, which

were deployed to orchestrate the transition from academic,

government-sponsored networks (e.g., NSFNET) to today’s

commercial Internet. Other similar initiatives included the

Commercial Internet eXchange (CIX) and the Metropolitan

Area Exchanges (MAEs). All these efforts resulted in the

modern IXPs that are deployed worldwide [10] [11].

The commercial operation of IXPs can be divided into

two separate groups: private and community. Private or “for-

profit” IXPs are managed by a company that charges par-

ticipants a monthly fee or based on the volume of traffic

exchanged. On the other hand, community or “non-profit”

IXPs are administered by the members themselves or by a non-

profit organization. Typically, the model adopted by the IXPs

across Europe, Africa, and Latin America is the community

model, while in the USA and Canada there is a dominance

of commercial IXPs. This happens both by commercial mo-

tivations (since its creation, the major American ASes have

connections among one another) and legislative reasons, where

some countries impose the traffic exchange between service

providers operating in their territory [10].

Today, there are more than 300 active IXPs connecting

thousands of ASes around the world [10]. IXPs are typically

grouped according to their geographical location or the federa-

tion that they belong to. Examples of federations include Euro-

IX (Europe) [12], LAC-IX (Latin America) [13], APIX (Asia-

Pacific) [14], and Af-IX (Africa) [15]. The main goal behind

federations is to promote and regulate the traffic exchange in

these specific regions. All these federations are part of the

global IX-F (Internet eXchange Federation). Reflecting their

commercial nature, most IXPs from USA and Canada do not

belong to any association. Recently, major Internet players

such as Google, Netflix, and Akamai have started support-

ing the Open-IX Association [16]. The Open-IX Association

defines a set of technical and operational standards for IXPs

and emerged as a non-profit organization in North America

that follows the model adopted in Europe.

B. Management of IXPs and Elephant Flows
Figure 1 depicts a infrastructure based on the AMS-IX

[17], other IXPs tend to have similar structures. An IXP is

typically composed of a number of layer-2 network switches

or MPLS routers that allows ASes to exchange traffic. Each

participating AS has to connect its access router to one of the

switches/routers belonging to the IXP and establish a BGP

session in order to peer with other ASes [11].

...

...

Switches/MPLS Routers

ASes ASes ASes ASes ASes ASes ASes ASes

ASes ASes ASes ASes ASes

Fig. 1. An IXP infraestructure based on AMS-IX

The management of IXPs seeks the proper operation of the

IXP infrastructure. For example, by using adequate monitoring

tools, the IXP operator can have a better view of the IXP’s

network infrastructure to identify bottlenecks, handle failures,

and make appropriate traffic engineering decisions to achieve

better utilization of networking resources [18] [19]. Dealing

with data confidentiality and promoting fair utilization of

resources among ASes are other examples of IXP specific

issues that need to be managed.
One IXP management aspect that has special importance

is the management of elephant flows. In general, a flow is

considered elephant if it has high throughput for a long period

of time [20] [9] in comparison to other flows in the same

network. Elephant flows account for a very small portion of

the total flows of a network but can carry most of the traffic [9].

Managing elephant flows is important because of the potential

impact of such flows in the IXP network. Elephant flows are

long-lived flows that rapidly consume network buffers and

impose undesirable queuing delays to short-lived ones, which

are often referred to as mice flows. Therefore, mitigating

the negative influence of elephant flows over mice flows

and improving overall network utilization require appropriate

management actions from the IXP operator.
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The first step toward managing elephant flows in an IXP

is to identify them. Once the IXP operator recognizes the

elephant flows, he/she can take appropriate actions to optimize

resource utilization and reduce the potential negative impact

of elephant flows in the IXP network. For example, elephant

flows can be isolated or migrated to other available network

paths to make room for mice flows, use different routing

strategies for elephant and mice flows, or use differentiated

QoS schemes [9] [20].

C. SDN in IXPs

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [21] [22] has been

considered a viable alternative to tackle several issues in

networking area. By decoupling the control plane from the

forwarding plane, SDN empowers operators with full control

of forwarding devices. Recently, the management of SDN and

the use of SDN as a management tool have gained importance

in the research community [8] [23].

In the context of IXPs, SDN can overcome the difficulties

inherent to the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), namely

routing based on the destination prefix, limited application of

policies (direct neighbors), and indirect path selection [24].

In this regard, SDN becomes a powerful tool to improve

IXP management by delivering functionalities that were hard

or even impossible before. These functionalities are realized

by novel applications, including application-specific peering,

inbound traffic engineering, wide-area server load balancing,

and upstream blocking of DoS attacks [24] [25].

In this paper, we consider the situation of an SDN-operated

IXP whose SDN logically centralized controller needs to be

fed with information about the IXP’s elephant flows. With

such information, a set of SDN applications can optimize the

IXP network according to some objectives, e.g., reduce power

consumption or decrease elephant flow traversal delay. Our

goal is to snapshot the IXP traffic and, based on operators’

requests, identify elephant flows and the path used by them to

traverse the IXP network. We designed and implemented an

IXP management system to achieve this goal, as presented in

the next section.

D. Elephant Flows in SDN

There are several elephant flow identification strategies in

SDN. A simple yet naive strategy is to define specific flow

entries to capture elephant flows using an SDN standard

protocol such as OpenFlow [26]. In this strategy, there are flow

rules for identifying potential elephant flows in each switch of

the network. These elephant flow rules are created using a flow

abstraction (e.g., OpenFlow). If a flow matches one or more

elephant flow rules, then the flow is classified as an elephant

flow. Other strategies were proposed in the context of SDN-

based data center networks and include hierarchical statistics

polling [27], host-based detection [28], and combination of

sampling and triggering [29].

The problem with these strategies when applied to IXPs

is threefold. First, they require collecting a large amount of

traffic to allow the IXP operator to distinguish existing flows,

which can slow down the identification process. Second, there

should be as many flow entries as the number of potential

elephant flows, which could exhaust the switch’s flow table if

the number of elephant flows to be identified is high. Finally,

they can require modifications in the end-hosts or demand

special hardware support that may not be possible in all IXPs.

In summary, current proposals for elephant flow identifi-

cation are not well-suited for SDN-based IXPs. In the next

section we introduce and detail our proposed monitoring sys-

tem for SDN-based IXPs that overcomes the aforementioned

limitations.

III. THE SDN-BASED IXP MONITORING SYSTEM

We developed a monitoring system named SDEFIX

(Software-Defined Elephant Flow Identifier for Internet Ex-

change) that allows IXP operators to identify elephant flows

and their associated network paths. We consider an environ-

ment where the IXP network is controlled by one logically

centralized SDN controller, which runs applications that rule

the underlying switches. Switches communicate with the con-

troller through the OpenFlow protocol. Each OpenFlow switch

maintains a flow table that is compared against incoming

packets to determine the actions to be performed over those

packets (e.g., forward packet to a specific port) [26].

A. System Architecture

To overcome the scalability limitations of current elephant

flow identification strategies in the context of IXPs, we

designed a solution that uses sFlow [30] combined with

OpenFlow. sFlow allows monitoring a large number of flows

by employing flow sampling. Using sFlow, a sample packet

is sent to a remote server, called collector, after a predefined

number of packets is received by a network switch. In our

solution, the collector stores samples in a NoSQL database

(MongoDB). MongoDB provides a flexible structure to enable

proper storage of packet samples. In MongoDB, the database

schema may be dynamically modified according to the cap-

tured samples, which, in turn, allows storing information be-

longing to different network protocols. We use five MongoDB

databases to store information regarding the identification

rules, the collected flow samples, the flow tables of each

switch, the network topology, and snapshots of identified

flows, respectively.

Figure 2 depicts the architecture of our proposed system.

It is composed of five main components and their respective

databases: Elephant flow identifier, sFlow collector, Topology

retriever, Flow Table retriever, and Administrative (Admin)

interface. The Elephant flow identifier compares flow samples

against identification rules and thresholds defined by the IXP

operator through the Admin interface and returns the complete

network path of each identified elephant flow. The sFlow

collector collects flow samples in periodic intervals and sends

the samples to the flow database. The Topology retriever and

Flow Table retriever communicates with the SDN controller

to gather the network topology and the flows tables of all
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switches, and updates the topology and flow table databases,

respectively. The Admin interface allows visualization of ele-

phant flow paths and snapshots of previously identified flows,

that may be used for historical record, or as a data source

for IT infrastructure management. For each network switch,

sFlow samples the traffic at specific polling intervals. We are

employing the conventional interval of 10 seconds used in the

sFlow’s default configuration.

Elephant flow identifier 
Admin. 

Interface 
IXP operator 

JSON messages 

Rules 

Snap-
shots 

IXP network 

OpenFlow 
messages 

sFlow 
exports 

Switch 

SDN 
controller 

sFlow 
collector 

Flow Table 
retriever 

Topology 
retriever 

Topo. FlTabl. Flows 

Fig. 2. SDN-based IXP Monitoring System

Although our solution is decoupled from any particular SDN

controller, we are using the Ryu OpenFlow controller [31] in

our implementation, since it was one of few controllers that

supported latest OpenFlow versions and implements a well-

defined REST API.

B. Elephant Flow Specification

In our solution, the IXP operator is responsible for defining

what is an elephant flow. The IXP operator specifies identifica-

tion rules to characterize elephant flows based on the following

information: source/destination IP addresses, source/destina-

tion MAC addresses, transport protocol, and port numbers. The

IXP operator can use multiple rules to identify elephant flows

and only rules strictly written are recognized by the algorithm.

Additionally, it is globally defined a bandwitdh threshold (in

bytes/seconds) and a duration threshold (in seconds) for all

flows. Figure 3 present a list of all input fields in the system,

including the fields for new identification rules, the definition

of the bandwitdh and duration thresholds and the sampling

configuration with polling interval and sample rate.

Fig. 3. SDN-based IXP Monitoring System - Input Fields

The identification rules are then used by the elephant flow

identifier, which compares these rules with the active flows on

the network, searching for potential elephant flow candidates.

A detailed overview of this module is explained in the next

subsection.

C. Elephant Flow Identification

Some works present solutions to identify elephant flows in

SDN networks. The paper presented in [32] shows a solution

for identifying elephant flows in composite structures with

directing traditional and OpenFlow, checking via sampling

packets above a dynamic threshold set by the average flow

size on the network. After passing, the threshold is added

to the controller rules to validate if that flow is actually an

elephant flow. If confirmed, the flow then receives treatment

in a separate controller. While at work [33], an identification

solution is presented using sFlow, capturing network samples

in order to classify flows with thresholds for UDP, TCP, and

ICMP, using only the tool Inmon sFlow-RT [34]

Unlike other elephant flow identification approaches, our

system allows the identification of the network paths as-

sociated with the elephant flows. Current solutions perform

local, per switch flow identification, i.e., the verification of

the existence of elephant flows is performed at the switch

scope, without knowledge of the other flows traversing the

other switches of the infrastructure. The problem with that

approach is that the IXP operator does not have a compiled

list of devices through which an elephant flow passed along.

Since in our system we keep track of the flow tables of all

switches, we can match these flow tables with the identified

elephant flows. If a switch has a flow entry corresponding to

an elephant flow, we can include the switch in the path of the

elephant flow. In this way, it is possible to derive the complete

path for each identified elephant flow, helping the IXP operator

to make appropriate management decisions with such flows.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the process of identifying elephant

flows. The algorithm is triggered by the IXP operator when

he/she wants to verify the elephant flows that are active in the

IXP network at a given moment along with their associated

network paths. In the elephant flow identification phase, the

system compares the collected samples with the rules defined

by the IXP operator (lines 9-11). If there is a match, the

corresponding flow is added to the set of identified elephant

flows (line 12). After that, the algorithm computes the network

path associated with each identified elephant flow. This is

performed by checking the flow table of each switch of the

topology in order to find a flow entry that corresponds to the

elephant flow (lines 17-21). If such an entry is found, the

switch is included in the network path of the elephant flow

(line 22).

As a result, the list of elephant flows matching the rules is

then returned to the Admin Interface for a proper visualization

by the IXP operator.



Algorithm 1 Elephant Flow Identification

1: R: set of rules defined by the IXP operator

2: S: set of collected flow samples

3: T : physical topology

4: F (sw): flow table of the switch sw ∈ T
5: EF : set of identified elephant flows

6: EFP (ef) network path of the elephant flow ef ∈ EF
7: Elephant Flow Identification:

8: EF ← ∅

9: for each s ∈ S do
10: for each r ∈ R do
11: if s matches r and s.bandwitdh

> r.bandwitdh threshold and s.duration >
r.duration threshold then

12: add s to EF
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: Elephant Flow Path Discovery:

17: for each ef ∈ EF do
18: EFP (ef) ← ∅

19: for each sw ∈ T do
20: for each f ∈ F (sw) do
21: if ef = f then
22: add sw to EFP (ef)
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
26: end for

D. Displaying Elephant Flows Paths

Visualization and monitoring capabilities can assist IXP

operators in network control and configuration tasks [35] [36].

In this perspective, SDNs require special attention, mainly be-

cause they present a high level of customization and program-

ability. In this way, traditional visualization and monitoring

solutions are not designed to cope with SDN requirements,

mainly by the separation of the data and control plane and

the necessity to manage both seamlessly. Therefore, an SDN-

tailored monitoring/visualization solution can improve the

understanding of the network behavior and simplify other

management tasks [37].

After receiving the information from the Topology retriever

and Elephant Flow Identifier modules, the Admin Interface

returns to the user a visualization of the physical topology, as

shown in Figure 4. The IXP operator can then visualize each

identified elephant flow individually in the topology or can

combine multiple elephant flows in a single view to highlight

the most used network paths.

The operator can also generate a snapshot of the current

network status and identified elephant flows for future analysis.

Moreover, snapshots can be used to build a history of identified

elephant flows and associated paths, and to assist the IXP

operator in defining infrastructure update plans. When the

system is initialized, the last saved snapshot is restored for

the user.

Fig. 4. Topology Visualization

In addition, the Admin interface was developed with the

Django framework [38] that employs the MVT model (Model-

View-Template) as a design pattern. Furthermore, the topology

viewer was implemented using the D3js library [39], a pow-

erful tool that uses JavaScript and SVG to create interactive

visualizations.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of SDEFIX

in elephant flow identification. We begin by describing the

experimental scenario and the methodology used in the tests.

Following that, we present and discuss the main results

achieved so far.

A. Scenario

The evaluation scenario is composed of three virtual ma-

chines (VMs) running inside a Core i7 4790 with 16 GB

of RAM through VirtualBox. Each VM has 2GB and runs

Debian 8 as operating system. The first VM runs the Mininet

emulator [40] and contains the topology used in the tests. The

topology, shown in Figure 5, is a simplified version the AMS-

IX infrastructure [17] using SDN-enabled switches (AMS-IX

uses MPLS routers). In our topology, we replace the AMS-

IX core routers by 3 core switches and we simulate the

connection of the IXP with 8 ASes using 8 edge switches

instead of the PE routers used in AMS-IX. All switches

are based on the OpenVSwitch [41] implementation. The

second VM hosts the Ryu SDN controller that was chosen

because it allows rapid development of network management

applications. SDEFIX and its main components (Elephant

flow identifier, sFlow collector, Flow table retriever, Topology

retriever, Admin interface, and all the MongoDB databases)

runs in the third virtual machine. For the sake of simplicity,

we do not detail the internal topology of each AS. We consider

that there are 32 hosts inside each AS generating traffic.
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Fig. 5. Topology used in the experiments

In the experiments, the sFlow collector receives flow sam-

ples from the switches every 10 seconds, which is the con-

ventional interval used in the sFlow’s default configuration.

The packet sampling rate varies from 1 in every 128 packets

to 1 in every 4096 packets1. The size and duration thresholds

used to characterize an elephant flow are 100Mbps and 10

seconds, respectively. Each host establishes 10 connections

with other hosts in the network, 9 connections are used

to characterize short (mice) flows with throughput between

4Mbps and 10Mbps, the remaining connection represents an

elephant flow with throughput of 100Mbps. This means that

there is a total of 128 elephant flows in the IXP network. The

total number of flows (mice + elephant) is 1280.

We are interested in evaluating SDEFIX in terms of (1)

identification time, (2) the number of identified elephant flows,

(3) resource usage. The identification time is the time taken

by the system to respond to a query executed by the IXP

operator to identify the active elephant flows of the network at

a given moment. The number of identified elephant flows is the

number of elephant flows that were successfully identified by

the system given a specific packet sampling rate. The sampling

traffic is the amount of traffic resulting from the sampling

process. Resource usage is defined in terms of CPU peak,

memory usage, and database size. CPU peak and memory

usage reflect the amount of resources consumed by SDEFIX in

terms of CPU and memory, respectively. Database size is the

sum of the size of all MongoDB databases used by SDEFIX.

Each test was repeated 30 times with a confidence interval of

95%. In the next subsection, we present the main results of

our evaluation.

1From this point, we use the notation 1/x to represent a packet sampling
rate of 1 in every x packets.

B. Results

Figure 6 depicts the identification time when the number

of rules used to identify elephant flows (identification rules)

increases. In this case, the packet sampling rate is fixed to

1/128. Here, we compare two approaches for elephant flow

identification. The first one, referred to as sFlow identification,

is the case when the elephant flow and its corresponding path

are identified when samples from that flow are collected from

all switches of the path. That is, the path of an elephant flow

can only be calculated if a sample of that flow is collected in

all the switches of the path. In the second approach, called 2-
step identification, if samples of an elephant flow are collected

from at least one switch, then the corresponding path can be

calculated by matching the elephant flow with the entries in

flow tables collected by the system using the strategy described

in Algorithm 1. That is, if the elephant flow is found in a flow

table of a switch, the switch is included in the path traversed

by the elephant flow.

It is possible to observe from Figure 6 that 2-step iden-

tification performs in average 6% better than pure sFlow

identification for a 1/128 sampling rate. Identification time

remains stable around 0.6 seconds if the IXP operator queries 1

up to 32 elephant flows. For 64 and 128 identification rules, the

identification time is 0.9 seconds and 1.8 seconds, respectively,

which we believe is acceptable in realistic scenarios. Besides,

the identification time increases in a slower rate compared to

the number of identification rules. The identification time is

three times higher (0.6 to 1.8) for a number of identification

rules that is more than a hundred times higher (1 to 128),

which represents a difference of two orders of magnitude.

Fig. 6. Identification Time per Number of Identification Rules

We also measured the identification time for different packet

sampling rates (1/4096, 1/2048, 1/512, 1/256, and 1/128 pack-

ets) when the number of identification rules is fixed in 128. We

observed that the identification time does not vary significantly

with the sampling rate, and the results are basically the same of

Figure 6, which represents the worst case, i.e., packet sampling

rate of 1/128.

Figure 7 shows the average number of identified elephant

flows when the packet sampling rate varies from 1/4096 to
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1/128. It is possible to observe from Figure 7 that the number

of identified flows increases linearly with the packet sampling

rate for both identification approaches. This happens because

the chances of collecting a flow sample that belongs to an

elephant flow increase when the number of total flow samples

is higher. The 2-step identification performs in average 20%

better than pure sFlow identification. The difference between

the two approaches can be explained by the fact that in sFlow

identification there are some elephant flows that could not be

identified in one or more switches of the IXP network, i.e.,
there were no collected samples for those flows, and, as a

consequence, the corresponding path could not be determined.

On the other hand, in 2-step identification, the system needs

that at least one switch sending a flow sample of an elephant

flow to the sFlow collector. With a single flow sample, the

system is able to determine precisely the corresponding path

by comparing the flow sample with the flow entries of every

switch of the IXP network.
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Fig. 7. Number of Identified Elephant Flows per Packet Sampling Rate

Table I shows the sampling traffic for different packet

sampling rates. There is a significant difference (more than

20 times) in terms of generated traffic when a sampling rate

of 1/128 (224 MB) is used, compared to a sampling rate of

1/4096, which generates only 11 MB of network traffic.

TABLE I
SAMPLING TRAFFIC (MBYTES)

Sampling rate Traffic

1/128 224.4

1/256 101.2

1/512 61.6

1/1024 37.4

1/2048 19.1

1/4096 11

Table II summarizes the results regarding resource usage

varying the number of identification rules (1 and 128) and

the sampling rate (1/128 and 1/4096). CPU peak is mainly

dependent on the number of identification rules and impacts

the identification time as shown in Figure 6. The sampling

rate has little influence in CPU usage. Memory usage remains

stable around 155 MB. As expected, the sampling rate is

directly related to the size of the database (i.e., Flow Sample

database) used by SDEFIX to store the collected samples.

TABLE II
RESOURCE USAGE

Metric 1/128

(128R)

1/128

(1R)

1/4096

(128R)

1/4096

(1R)

CPU peak 10.2% 4.3% 8.6% 2.8%

Memory usage (MB) 155 155 155 155

Database size (MB) 215.4 215.1 38.8 38.5

C. Summary

In summary, the identification time depends mainly on the

number of identification rules defined by the IXP operator

because, in the worst case, the system needs to compare

flow samples with all the rules. Our 2-step elephant flow

identification approach is capable of identifying in average

20% more elephant flows compared to the traditional pure

sampling-based identification approach, which demonstrates

the benefits of using an SDN-based solution for elephant flow

identification.

As expected, there is a tradeoff between the precision

of elephant flow identification and the amount of resources

that are needed to allow such identification. The amount of

generated traffic for a sampling rate of 1/128 is more than 20

times higher than the traffic generated by a sampling rate of

1/4096 packets. However, the precision gain with the 1/128

rate is only 13% better when compared to the 1/4096 rate

(Figure 7). Resource usage in terms of CPU and memory

indicates that SDEFIX is lightweight and can be deployed

in commodity hardware. The main bottleneck is the database

size, which is dependent on the sampling rate. Therefore, the

IXP operator has to weigh both the accuracy of identification

and the impact of the generated traffic and choose accordingly.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed and presented SDEFIX, a

monitoring system for SDN-based IXPs to allow identification

of elephant flows and their associated paths. SDEFIX uses

a sampling approach (sFlow) and leverages the flow table

abstraction of the OpenFlow protocol to improve the precision

of identification. Unlike most approaches for elephant flow

identification based on sampling, SDEFIX does not require

that every switch in the path traversed by an elephant flow

sends a sample of that flow in order to calculate its path.

Instead, in SDEFIX, only one sample is needed to allow the

identification of an elephant flow and its associated path. We

have evaluated SDEFIX in terms of identification time, number

of identified flows, and sampling rate.

Evaluation results show that the identification time depends

mainly on the number of identification rules defined by the

IXP operator and is not significantly influenced by the packet
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sampling rate. The packet sampling rate affects the accuracy

of the identification, that is, the number of identified elephant

flow increases with the sampling rate. However, improving

the precision of elephant flow identification by using a higher

sampling rate results in increased sampling traffic, which can

affect the overall performance. Therefore, the IXP operator has

to take both factors in consideration when choosing an ade-

quate packet sampling rate. In resource constrained scenarios,

it may be more important not to generate an excessive amount

of sampling traffic, which can potentially affect other services.

On the other hand, if precision of identification is crucial, an

increase in sampling traffic can be tolerated.

Elephant flow identification is a first step towards the

management of SDN-based IXPs. Such information can help

IXP operators to define appropriate actions to handle such

critical flows. As future work, we plan to carry additional ex-

periments to evaluate SDEFIX considering different topologies

and scenarios. We also intend to extend SDEFIX by taking the

result of the identification as an input to adjust the network

paths used by critical elephant flows.
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